www.shineforth.com
510-464-3020
4315 Piedmont Ave #302
Oakland, CA 94611
BRIDAL CONTRACT
Full amount is due at time of Bride Trial appointment, along with the signed contract.
I try to stress comfort and relaxation on this special day. A pleasant surrounding and
atmosphere helps to create a desired state of being, especially for the bride. With that
in mind, travel to the bride’s location of choice is preferred. The less the bride has to
worry about (traffic, auto problems and time constraints), the better her day.
All hair to be worked on should be clean of any product and, preferably dry. I will redampen hair as needed. Button down shirts should be worn by everyone involved as to
protect hair style from any damage due to pulling something over the head.
A minimum of 3 styles are desired for me to travel for an on site style session. Otherwise, the salon is always available for smaller parties. There is flexibility here, so feel
free to speak your desire.
In creating the hair and make up styles for your wedding, I am putting over 30 years of
experience to the effort. My suggestions concerning color and styling for the face and
hair come from this experience, and I greatly appreciate your trust. I have all the tools
necessary for styling and, if needed, I will purchase the proper hair ornaments (to be
added to bill) to complete the desired looks. All everyone else needs to do is just have a
great time. Getting prepared for a wedding is half the fun.
Any extraneous travel costs (parking, train or flight travel, long distance driving) will be
added to cost of services or cared for by wedding party prior to day of hire. Use of an
assistant or need for another stylist present due to party size may be of extra expense.
The need for total number of styles four weeks prior to the event is appreciated in order
to properly organize the day.
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Travel outside of radius may accrue an additional travel charge.
The full bridal fee (bride's cost only) will be charged for a cancellation - for any reason within two (2) weeks of the wedding.
If you have any more questions, comments, concerns, or if you need any other service
recommendations, please do not hesitate to contact me.
Please sign, copy and send back to me for verification of terms of agreement.
Thank you.

X___________________________
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